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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Lagos Plan of Action and Final Act pay particular attention to intra
regional trade cooperation by providing for 11 the implementation of a very
complete programme of long-term economic cooperation mechanisms among African
countries with a view to meeting their needs in the areas of trade, production
of foodstuffs, minerals, manufactured goods, improvement of the means of
transport and communication, etc. The success of this programme should lead
to an intra-regional trade cooperation policy.

2. Nonetheless, the implementation of this programme is still confronted with
some difficulties among which an inadequate control of economic power 2/ and
especially by the existence of a system of payments and renumeration of
factors inherited from the functioning of the international monetary and
financial system. l~other obstacle to the emergence of an optimal trade
cooperation situation is the existence of parallel foreign exchange markets
which undoubtedly result from permanent foreign exchange crises and the
accompanying lack of supplies. These crises somehow compel monetary and
financial authorities to require prior authorization for all foreign exchange
transactions.

3. But, this control usually does not have any impact in a period of extreme
shortage and inflation which characterize African economies. On the contrary,
it worsens the problems caused by the overvaluation of the official exchange
rate and favours the disintegration of market mechanisms '}).

4. The disintegrated mechanisms will give rise to a parallel foreign
market ~ith its perverse impact on Lntr a-rregLonaL trade cooperation.
the coritent of this paper of which the main points are the following:

exchange
That is

21

See ECA, The Role of Commercial Banks in the Development of Trade
among Central African Countries, Doc. E/ECA!TRADE/l para. 1.

See Mike Faber and R. He~bold Green, «Le malaise economique de
l'Afrique subsaharienne», dans OCDE, Afrique subsaharienne de la
crise au developpement., seminars of the Development Centre, OECD,
1985, p , 16-30.

31 See Pierre DUPRIEZ, Controle des changes et structure economique,
Paris: Mouten et IRES, p , 33-53 Horld Bank , Report on ~rorld Development,
1987, ch. 7, p. 131-152.
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. II. DEFINITION OF THE PARALLEL FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET

5. The parallel foreign exchange ma~ket is a clandestine market on which foreign
exchange transactions 4/ are car-ri.ed 0-: by "::'olating th" Law, This market
rises from the failure-to meet ~he derr~nd fo'~ foreign exchange on the official
market where it is limited by the ru:es of exc~ang2 cOCltrol. Such a market does
not need- a precise geograph i.caL setting: while i:: is forbidden in principle
within the country, it is practically free beyond the borders. Well organized,
the parallel market is impervious to any administrative control. It can operate
through simple private clearing and par; of the -iccouuts are kept outs Ide the
country while the other part ran be easily hidden under trade and real estate
transactions.

6. It is thus a market that exchange cont~ol and the
turn necessarily into a buyer's market. As a result,
market is higher than the official exchange ~ate.

lack of foreign exchange ,
the exchange rate on this i

I

III. THE CAUSES OF THE PARALLEL FOREIGN EXCHANGE Nt.RKET

7. The main cause of the parallel foreign exchange market is the transfer to
foreign exchange of the normal functions of the national currency, that is the
functions of trade intermediary, unit of account and reserve of value.

8. ~llien an exchange control regiue is established, the bank authority imposes
restrictions on imports. These restrictions are in the form of rationing or
quotas which limit the volume of authorized imports in o~der to reduce foreign
exchange expenditure. By limit~ng imPorts, 'exc~a~ge con"rol 'will already bring
about excess 'demand compared to supply ~/.

4/ Some economic agents often classify the most diverse measures and
the most varied regimes unde~ the ~erm paralle~ ~arket. Then, one
talks about tho free market, the black market, smuggling but all
these terms are not always identica: eVen though the facts they
imply are interdependent.

5/ P. Fontigny, «Note sur quelques effets des contingentements et des
taxes d'importation», in Bulletin de l'IRES, Leuven, vol. VII,
3 May 1936, p. 367-389.

------------------------------,------------------..".....,
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9. If demand can only be met by imports, exchange control will have a direct
impact on supply and, through rationing, it will limit the quantity of goods
supplied to the market; The existence of some supply rigidities will lead
to new excess demand which will be reflected, on the black market, by a rise in
prices higher that the one which would exist on a perfectly fluid market.
Permanent excess demand will be met by imports of goods financed by purchasing
foreign exchange on the parellel market.

10. The national currency gradually ceases to fulfill its trade intermediary
and unit of account function. In fact, it does no longer allow one to buy any
good and numerous goods can be bought only with foreign exchange. Thus, more
than the national currency, foreign exchange is demanded to satisfy that
motive for transaction which Keynes 6/ defined as «the need for liquidity» for
the current realization of personal exchanges and trade. Since the national
currency only imperfectly fulfills its trade intermediary role, the money
function tends to shift from the national currency to foreign exchange.

IV. THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE PARALLEL FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET

11. Henceforth, it becomes logical to use as money the instrument which serves
as trade intermediary. This is encouraged by the uncertainty which surrounds
the issuing of licences for imports which are necessary for amortizations or
simply for the normal functioning of the firm. Any economic calculation in the
national currency becomes extremely uncertain 7/. Entrepreneurs and business
men begin to evaluate their activities by referring to the foreign exchange
value of the goods which they supply to the market.

12. With the appearance on the market of a parallel exchange rate for foreign
.currencies, the national currency loses its value reserve function. The motive
for cautiousness as the motives for speculation and transaction increase
foreign exchange demands. Holding part of cash abroad protects the owner
against the future deterioration of the national currency and allows the
speculators to profit from the appreciation of foreign exchange ~/.

13. These three motives (caution, speculation and transaction) will transform
the demand for money into a demand for foreign exchange which cannot be entirely
met by the official market which is limited by exchange restrictions.

61 J.M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and
Money, London,19S7.

7/ H. Leclercq, «Analyse generale de 1 'inflation congolaise»,
Cahiers economiques et sociaux, I, 1st October 1962, p.2S.

81 See Andre Page, Monnaie, repartitions et relations internationales,
Paris: Daloz. Se edition, 1986, p. 163.
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14. This schematic reasoning. allows us to say that resort to the parallel
market starts off a cumulative process. 9/, In fact, the national currency on
which speculators' ·pressures are exerted~ will falloff its parity because
of intense pressures by foreign exchange buyers. And, at the same time,
foreign exchange will appreciate .and widen the gap between the official parity
and t~e parallel market exchange. rate. The gap between the two ·rates will
reinforce inflationary pressures. As a result, prices and the profits made by
middlemen and importers will rise. Trade profits will increase further the demand
for foreign exchange, and monetary income from the sale of foreir,n exchange on the
parellel market will, in turn, hike the demand for goods and services.

15. Once the cumulative process is started off, there is no one single
parallel m~rket but there emerges a whole parallel economy which will live as a
parasite on the legal economy. Informal economic and trade relations will
supersede the official networks. Clandestine activities and operations aiming
at making profits out of the shortage of supplies, will grow faster than the
official trade and intra-regional trade cooperation will be affected by these
developments.

V. THE IMPACT OF THE PARALLEL FOREIGN EXCHANGE HARKET ON INTRA
REGIONAL TRADE COOPERATIOn

16. The main difficulty in intra"regional trade cooperation in Africa is by
far fixing prices and determining appropriate exchange rates for numerous
national currencies. 101 In a country where the parallel foreign exchange
market is prosperous,lthese difficulties are exacerbated further by the
fluctuation of the prices of imported goods and, in particular, of current
consumer goods and luxury goods. The situation is even more delicate for primary
commodities of which the prices are difficult to fix in advance for a long
period with some chances that the two trading parties would be finally satisfied
by the result. It is the resentment caused by the gap between the prices
expected and the prices effectively paid which will serve as a catalyst of the
parallel market operations and perturb seriously enough the trade relations
between the contracting parties.

17. In a normal.situation, intra-regional trade cooperation relations aim
at correcting this 'resentment by increasing official trade III financed by a
clearing syste,n wh i ch uses the currencies of the member countries. The

~I P. Dupriex, op.cit., p.lOO.

101 Among other difficulties, we may cite the role of transnational
corporations, the lack of trade information, customs duties and other restricticns,
insufficient· financing, etc. See ECA, Development and Expansion of Intra-African
Trade, E/ECA/TllADE/85. See also ECA, The Establishemnt of an African Monetary
Fund: Structures and llechanisros, technical feasibility study, para 15.

III See the proceedings of the 2nd colloquiwn on the economic integration
of ~lestAfrica, Conakry, 1980, p. 243.

•
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realization of this objective requi~e8 the harmonization of tr~de policies
as well as the coordination of the custOti'L\, monetary and fiscal policies of the
contractinB countries. ~I

18. Ilut, resort to the parallel market breeds a feeling of <lefiance t.otrarda
the national currency, which is fueled by the ~ost diverse sources such as
the ?osition of external payments, a confused internal financial situation, an
uncertain rolitical climate, the alle~ed desi~s of the governments, etc. ~I
This clinate ,rill be maintained by the economic agents who want to accu~ulate

capital in forei~n exchange abroad.

19. The behaviour of these econoJlic agents will maintain speculative
operations through capital flight for security reasons or by anticipating profit
based on the depreciation of the natio2al currency. 141 For these feelings to
be s at i s f i ed, econonic ar-ent s lvill set F,echanis~Js for-goinr: around the law and
official r egu.la ti ons fl;overni:lJ!, trade in ~'JOdR and servi.ces & 151

20. Arrangements \Jill he violated by fraudulent practices favouring and
f i.nanc i n-; s~·~llq;Glinr~ ~ i Ll i.c L; Lnport s , rLsappropr i.a t i cn of transit t rade, non
repatriation of export earu i ncs 0 These illeLal t ransac zi ons whic.h are not
racorded , ~'Jil1 have 3 p;reat po l i t i.ca L and economic impact all the countries in
.ch i ch they a re car r i ed out and 'ilrill t.l.e ref o r e du r.ab ly disturb trade cooperation
relations.

21. \lith the parallel market, the sQuzgline of 300GS develoDs and is carried
out on the basis of a tacit 2~ree~ent b~tween suppliers and buyers on bo~l' sides
of t~e borders of nei~hbourin7 countries; on the types and quantities of goods
and the modes of payment 0 The means of nayment are not related to the official
excbange rateE'-

121
~fi:"ica,lDoc

!.y

See also ECA, Bilateral !rade and Payments Az,reernents Concluded in
E/cn.14/S'lC/24/Rev.l

14/ For,"". Itup r i ez , op.cit. po99~ "The nationa.l currency is now only
very iI:lperfe~tly choice power because its holder does no longer have the full
f reedom to choose the .tood t ha t t~e -ean t s to buy" Be s i.d es , the three not.i.ves
for t r ansac t i.on caution and specuIa c i on ar~~ue for forei ....~n exchange cash holdings
and the convecgence of these motives .i r: enough to transform partially demand for
foreign exchaneeu~

151 Fratically all the oilateral [""ecr.lents always include a clause which
stipula"res t ha t "the tno con t rac t In o parti.es ;;:ust 8:.2fport and f ac i Li.ta t e bet-Teen
themselves -md Hithin the limits their Laws and re:.;ulations the widest trade in
goods in accor-dance '{,...i.t h the examples cont a ined in the list appended to the
agreement or r e l.a t i.ng to other i t ens whi.ch are not explicitly menr i.oned";

CS/Cn.14/S'LC/24n~e'l. 1 para i n ,
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22. The goods ~hich are sQu~?led, are generally imported goods but they may
also be livestock 16/ or local products. These transactions often lead to
a substantial loss-of ressou~ces for the countries concerned and ~eny them an
important source of foreign exchange 17/, distort clearin~ relations and cause
the treasury cO lose tax receipts. This is due especially to falsifications of
doc~~ents and false declarations.

(b) Falsification of docunents

23. The products financed hy the parallel market have the characterbtic of
being accompanie.' by false docunent s , :lhese practices take two f orras ;
falsification of docu~ents and creation of false documents. Falsification
implies the present.at i.on of false Lnf orroat i on relating to quality, value, type
and quantity of exported and i?::1ported 'joods 0 :'_~alsification may be done by
deliberately throuGh deliberate alterations of fieures, omissions and calculation
errors in afficial trade documents such a~ invoices~ cust010S declarations~ bills
of leading and insurance documents.

21+" FabricatioIL of false docunen t s is a ;c:ore serious practice in so far as it
is very "ell orc;anized and cannot therefore be detected easily. In a parallel
market., a f ab r ica t.ed document inevitably leads to distortion of information
relating to goods and generally favou~, theft and smuGf,ling of imported consumer
goods such as t~levision sets, radios and other electronic equipment, spare parts
and other which are paid for in forei~t 0xcran~e and sold in local currencies in
nei~hbouring countries~

(c) Ilisappropriation of transit trade

25. It appears from practices th3t the parallel tlarket by favour ins smup,glin~,

also misappropriates transit trade 0 'l'hen~ trafficked p roduct.s are b r ought; into a
country not to be consu~ed but to be transferred an(t -reexported fraudulently to
other countries in order to earn fore im ",,,chanr;e, ',,!i/

(d) Loss oc earninGs

26. IMport and export taxes are quite obviously not paid on smu~gle1 [oods,
which constitutes a loss of earnings for the countries concerned. Given that
most of t he African countries earn a ~·OO:l porc i.on of their Lncone from customs
r ec c i.pt;s an(~ Lnd-ircc t taxes ~ 1arse-scale sJ,-mgglinr, to or from. one country may
have serious consequences on public finance. I'or raos t; countries, the loss of
earninr,s is a serious problem which has serious repercussions on their efficiency
-i.n econoni,c manap;er;ren t ,

161 LC~ Unrecorded Dorder Trade among African Countries, Preliminary note
by the Secretariat, e,oc 0 E/ECA/TRA'JE/el;, para 10, CIlA, J!,id, para 15.

17/ In SOlJe border areas. transactions are carried out in foreign currency,
notably-rn dollars or in pound sterlin?" The eualuation of duties is not based
on any official docur.en t ,

13/ EGA, E/ECtI/TRADE/06, para 16; "Precise exampLes are notably used
clothes--fron Rlranda sold in the border areas with uganda and Kenya and ('old
smuggl ed fro!;: ~'-.lire is sold on far-aT.,my .iarket s , notably in the Hiddle Eas t ,
Coffee is another cormod i t y which is slnusr.led into one country and reexported
abroad to earn forei~n exchan~e,

,

G!IJ
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(e) Foreir,P exchange fligh~

27. The flight of resources from an exporting country is another important
aspect 'of the parallel market. It takes place ,~hen a considerable portion of
basic commodities is smugt,led abroad because of the price differential with
neighbouring countries. The loss suffered by the country is therefore calculated
not onlyim terms of earnings but also in terms of foreign exchange because the
smuggled commodities are generally paid for in local currencies. Some countries
also suffer losses of foreign exchange on the goods smuggled out of their
territories because the goods which are .muggled out, were initially imported and
paid for by them in foreign exchange throu~h the official channels.

VI. llEASURES FOR COllTROLLUlG THE PARALLEL 11ARKET

28. All the @easures which may be proposed to resolve the parallel market
problem have to include a sound mana~ement of exch~nge and prices policies.

29. The fact that some currencies are exchanged up to ten times less than their
official rates reflects a serious imbalance in their purchaginr. power compared
to the currencies of the neighbotring countries. If in country A a product is sold
at the equivalent of ten dollars and if the same product is sold' at the equivalent
of one dollar in country B, we are in a situationof overvaluatibn of the curency
of country A. In the case of the parallel market, this situation will lead to
an exchange rate reflecting a de facto devaluation of the currency of country B
which will have only one tenth of its value. This example is not necessarily
a typical case but in nunberous situations, some national currencies may
depreciate by 200 to 300%, which requires for the currencies concerned an
appropriate adjustment in order to arrive at a realistic exchange rate whish would
no longer encourage traders to smuggle goods.

30. Price fixing policies which create large dis parties with the prices in
force in neighbouring countries constitute a great incentive to the parallel
market. It is worth noting that in sane areas, price differentials are an
important cause of the smuggling of commodities such as coffee and cocoa as well
as foodstuffs such as maize, millet, sorghum, cassava and others. The price
fixing policy should generally take into account other factors such as the
streamlining of the collection and distribution of food crops within the country,
the strengthening of the efficiency of marketing and cooperative bodies, the
improvement of transport systems and speeding up the payment of producers~

Improvements in these areas would contribute to reducinl~ considerably the volume
of smuggling and, therefore, its source, the parallel market and yice versa.

(a) De facto legalisation of border trade

31. There is, in numerous border areas, a de facto situation in which border
populations of both countries trade with each other with the tacit agreement of
the governments concerned. The populations are authorized to cross the border and
to buy small quantities of commodities which are imported duty-free. This trade,
however, is not recorded. Some countries create official trading posts where
products are sold to the population of the neizhbouring country and paid far in
local currency at the official exchange rate.
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(b) Harmonization of tariffs

32. The adjustment of tariffs is an important way of resolvinz the problem
of illegal trade. Seme countries charge high customs duties on some categories
of products, in particular the so-called luxury items such as electronic
appliances, alcoholic beverages, jewellery, perfume, etc. in order to discourage
their importation so as to save the scarce foreign exchange of these countries.
Other consumer goods are also subject to high taxes in order to protect the
local industries. These products are smuggled in order to avoid paying these
high customs duties as well as to go around red tape and the need to obtain a
certificate from the monetary authorities. Agreements on the reduction and
harmonization of the tariffs of neighbouring countries where wide-scale smu~gling

of these products exists, may reduce this activity, promote normal trade and cut
down the activities of the parallel market.

(c) Production and supply of essential goods

33. The shortage on the local market of consumer goods and essential goods is
another reason for illegal trade. It has been contended that the smuggling of
these products allows in this case to ~eet a persistent demand which cannot be
met through official channels. The authorities could fight against the smugp,ling
of these products by adopting appropriate policies with a view to increasing
production and insuring re[':Hlar and continued supply.

VII. CONCLUSIONS MID r.ECOIJllliNDATIOHS

34. As it appears from this analysis, the parallel market is manyside~ and may
involve all the types of products, goods and services. The reasons for this
market have been exauined even though not all the ramifications of the proble",
have been analyzed.

35. It has been sho~1ll that the existence of the parallel market is harmful to
intra-regional trade cooperation by ~raising smuggling and financing illegal
trade.

36. While the base of trade cooperation is the expansion and diversification
of countertrade, the parallel market owes its success to shortage, fraud and
falsification.

37. The parallel market widens the gaps in the trade and bilateral payment
balances, destabilizes nmrkets and prices,

38. Since the loss of earnings, the flight of foreign exchange and the economic
distortions that the trafficking of foreign exchange causes on the parallel
market, have interdependent causes and consequences, they undoubtedly affect the
good-n.eighbourliness and trade cooperation among States.

39. l~e main issues to be resolved are therefore adequate supply of markets
in general consumer goods and in essential products, appropriate investments in
production sectors, the establishment of realistic exchange rates, the
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elimination of enormous price differentials, refor",s of inefficient fiscal
policies and of trade and customs procedures, adoption of an appropriate
exchange regulation as "ell as realistic import and pricing policies. ilonetary
and fiscal measures are also necessary for making adjustments in the economy
in order to fight inflation and the problems of the parity of the national
currency with those of neighbourin~ countries in order to maintain real
purchasing pOHer. As it was underlined, currency overvaluation is one of the
main causes of currency trafficking and smuggling.

40. Taking into account these factors, it would be worth recommending that at
the national, sub-regional and regional levels, the following policies be examined:

(i) Streamlinine the activities of the existing economic groupings by
ensuring specialization in defined sectors and providing for regular consultations
in order to implement all the clauses of the treaties of sub-regional groupings
and, in particular, giving a high priority rank to the creation of multinational
production and iaarket i.ng corporations.

(ii) Establishing long-term purchasing and supply agreements on foodstuffs
and primary materials and developing countertrade in order to reduce to the
minimum expenditure of convertible currencies; undertaking, on a priority basis,
joint research on the supply of and deman~ for products in each sub'region in
Africa with a view to adopting appropriate production and supply policies.

(iii) Cooperating fully with a view to creating a sub-regional and regional
network of trade information through the exchange of information, encouraging and
facilitating the free movement of African traders and businessmen.

(iv) Liberalizing, if possible, the exchange control and allocation system
in order to allow importation of essential products. ~lhen the national currency
is unstable, the possibility of establishing a system guaranteeing balance
between the su?ply of and demand fur foreign exchange within the framework of inter
State trade cooperation.

(v) Within the framework of an African Honetary Fund of which the
acceleration modalities for its establishment process will be discussed soon by
the African Ministers of Finance at their third meeting in Blantyre, llalawi,
from 27 February to 8 March 1989, promoting the stability of African currency
through efficient stabilization policies~ including notably exchange rate:re~imes9

atthe"nati6nal; sub-regional and regional levels. This corroborates the concerns
expressed in the meetings of the Group of Seven which were held recently in
Washington about an acceptable base for systems of parities of the main currencies
within the framework of a real reform of the international monetary system.

(vi) Once the African Monetary Fund is created, promoting the liberalization
of exchange regulations in order to eliminate payment restrictions among African
countries by favouring free convertibility of national currencies and by fixing
parities, and facilitating the harmonization of clearing and payment arrangements
presently in force in order to encourage cooperation and intra-African trade.




